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Abst ract - -By  mainly algebraic means, in [1] we have shown that each finite linear space embeds 
into the projective plane over some (not necessarily associative) division algebra. Here we shall 
give a matroid theoretic interpretation of this result. In particular, we present he prototypes for 
coordinatizing arbitrary rank three matroids: a kind of three-dimensional vector spaces over division 
algebras. 
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One of the most natura l  and important  problems in appl ied and in pure matro id  theory is to 
determine whether  or not a given matro id  M is real izable as a vector matro id  over some field F .  
Apar t  from impacts  on the physical existence of the structure represented by M,  such a real izat ion 
allows one to s tudy M employing a well-known and mighty algebraic machinery. Unfortunately,  
there do exist arb i t rar i ly  many, arb i t rar i ly  wild matro ids  not real izable over any field, not even 
real izable over any skew field (for a survey on real izabi l i ty of matro ids  see, say [2,3]). 
Surprisingly, in [1] it turned out that  each rank three matro id  is real izable over some F ,  if 
we allow F to be an algebraic structure somewhat  weaker only than a skew field, namely  to 
be a (not necessari ly associative) division algebra. In this note we shall present the associated 
coordinat izat ions.  
A division algebra F is a un i tary  algebra such that  ax = b and ya = b are solvable 1 for all 
a, b • F ,  a ~ 0 (loosely speaking a field where the product  needs not to be associat ive nor 
commutat ive) .  Given such an algebra F ,  we consider its right nucleus (or ke~nel) and its left 
nucleus 
NR := NR(F)  := {k • F I (ab)k = a(bk) for all a, b • F} ,  
NL := NL(F) := {k • F Ik(ab ) = (ka)b for all a ,b  • F} .  
One easi ly verifies that  both nuclei are skew fields and that  F is a right vector space over NR and 
a left vector space over NL (cf., say [4, p. 204]). If  F is a proper  division a lgebra (i.e., if F is not 
associative),  then it is impossible to define a rank three matro id  on F 3 by the usual vector space 
structures.  But  a certain subset of F 3 can be turned into a rank three matroid.  Therefore, let 
} g := • F 3 z • NR 
be the set of points, and let 
7-/ := {(a,b,c)  ]a ,c  e F, b • NL}\{(0,  0, 0)} 
1These solutions are unique and will be denoted by x = a\b and y = b/a, respectively. 
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be the set of hyperplanes, where each (a, b, c) is considered to be the point set 
} (a ,b ,c) := y Eg  ax+by+cz=O . 
z 
We will deal with the structure 
M(F)  := (g, T/). 
Clearly, if F happens to be a (skew) field, then Nn = NL = F and M(F)  equals the usual rank 
three (right) vector space matroid over F. To show that M(F)  is a matroid also in the general 
case, we first compute the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For ali a, c E F and b E NL we have 
} (a) (a, b, e) = (b\a, 1, b\e) = E g y = b\ (ax + cz) , provided b # 0; 
) (b) (a,O,e) = (1,O,a\c)  = e g x = - (a \c )z  ,, provided a ¢ 0; 
} (c) (0,0, c )=(0 ,0 ,1 )= 6g  z=0 ,p rov idedc#0.  
LEMMA 2. Let  H,  H '  be distinct elements of  ~ .  Then there exist u, v E F such that 
} {(:) } H M H '  = y E F or H N H ~ = x E F or 
} HMH t = z E NR • 
PROOF. Let H = (a,b,c) ,  H '  = (a ' ,b ' ,d )  with a,a ' , c ,c '  6 F and b,b' E NL. We only consider 
the case b, b ~ # O, a # a ~ and leave the remaining cases to the reader. By Lemma l(a), we may 
assume b = b ~ = 1. For all 6 £, we have 
(i) l 6HAH,  e * ax+y+cz=O a'x + y +c 'z  = 0 
¢:~ ~ C z E N R 
y = -ax  - cz 
with u := [(a - a') \ (c '  - c)] and v := -au  - c (note, that z E NR is essential for the latter 
equivalence). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let F be any division algebra. Then M(F)  = (,9, H)  is a rank three matroid 
with TI as its set of hyperplanes. 
PROOF. We shall show that the hyperplane axioms for rank three matroids are fulfilled, namely 
(cf. [2,5, Ch. 21): 
(S0) C ¢ 7-/; 
(H1) (7-/, C) is an antichain; 
(H2) for all H,H '  E 7-l, H # H' ,  and for all p E E \ (H  U H'),  there exists H"  6 7"/such that 
(g  M H')  U {p} C H"; 
(H3) min{[A[ [ A c E, A ~ g for all H E 7-l} = 3. 
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In what  follows, let H = (a, b, c) and H I = (a ~, b', c ~) be elements of ~ with a, a t, c, c' • F and 
b, bl E NL. 
Ad (H0). Obvious. 
Ad (H1). Assume that  H C H I. We consider three cases. 
CASE b I ¢ 0. Then ~ H 1, and thus ~ H, and so b ¢ 0. Hence, we may assume 
b = b I = 1. Now, Lemma l (a)  yields 
e H ¢ ,  y = - (ax  + cz) ~ E H I ~ y = - (a 'x  + c'z). 
Taking x = 0 and z = 1 (x = 1 and z = 0, respectively) we infer c = c I and a = a I, and hence, 
H = H' .  
CASE b ~=0 AND a ~¢0.  I fb¢0 ,  then - a • HcH l , cont rad ic t ingLemmal (b) .  Thus 
also b = 0. Similarly, if a = 0, then • H c H' ,  contradict ing Lemma l (b) .  Thus also 
a ¢ 0. Now we may assume a = a / = 1, and by Lemma l (b)  we obta in  
(x) • H ~ x --= -cz  ==~ y E H ~ ¢:~ x = -c l z .  
Z 
Taking z = 1 we infer c = c I and so H = H/.  
CASE b I = 0 AND a / = 0. Then H I = (0, 0, 1). Hence, E H implies z = 0, which proves 
H = H 1 by Lemma 1. 
Ad  (H2). Now let H ¢ H I andp= yp E $ be given. In view of Lemma 2, we have to 
Zp 
dist inguish between the following three cases. 
} CASEHNH I=  yEF  . I f xp¢0,  wehave(HnH 1) U{p}C( -zp /xp ,0 ,1 )E~.  And 
if Xp = 0, we observe (H  n H I) U {p} C (1, 0, 0) E 7-/. 
{(:) } CASE HClH  I=  xEF  WITH vEF .  I f zp¢0 ,  one easi ly checks (H  A H ' )  U {p} C 
( -v ,  1, (VXp - yp)/Zp) E ~.  And if Zp = O, we have (H  A H' )  U {p} C (0, 0, 1) E 7-/. 
} CASE HAH'  = zENR WITH u ,v  E F .  I f zp  =Xp =0we find (HAH' )U{p} c 
(1 ,0 , -u )  E ~.  I f  zp -- 0 and Xp ¢ O, we obta in  (HNH' )U{p} C ( -yp /Xp ,  1 , -v+(yp/Xp)U)  E ~.  
Now let Zp 7~ O. Without  loss of generality, we may assume Zp = 1. If xp = u, then obviously 
(H  A g I) U {p} C (1,0, -u )  • ~.  And finally, if Xp ¢ u, then for w := (yp - v ) / (u  - Xp) we find 
(g  N 8 I) U {p} C (w, 1, -WXp - yp) • 7-l. 
Ad (Ha). We show that  any two points p = yp and q = yq of g lie in a common 
Zp Zq 
hyperplane.  We first consider the case Zp, Zq ~ O. Then we may assume Zp = zq = 1. If 
Xp = Xq, then we have p, q • (1, 0, -Xp)  • ~,  and if Xp ~ Xq, then we find p, q • ((yp - ya)/(Xa - 
xp), 1, - [ (yp  - yq)/(xq - Xp)]Xp - yp) • 7"t. In the case Zp ~ 0 and zq = 0, we assume Zp = 1, and 
observe p,q • ( -yq /Xq ,  l , (yq/Xq)Xp - yp) E ~ if Xq ~ O, and p,q E (1 ,0 , - -Xp)  • 7-~ if Xq = 0. 
Final ly,  in the case Zp = zq = 0, we have p, q • (0, 0, 1) • 7-/. 
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LEMMA 4. Let F be a division algebra. Then the simplification of the rank three matroid M(F)  
associated to F equals the projective plane over F. 
PROOF. Let II = I I (F)  be the projective plane over F as defined in, say [4,p. 31]; i.e., 
the points of H are 
the lines of H are 
and incidence is given by 
(x, y), (-~) 
['~, 4, [d] 
(oo) I [d], [oo] 
(x, y) I Ix] 
and (oo) with x, y, m E F, 
and [oo] with m, c, d E F, 
and (m) I [m,c] ,  [oo] and 
and (x, y) I [m, c] ¢~ mx+ c = y. 
Clearly, o :-- is the only loop of M(F) ,  and the classes of parallel points of M(F)  are 
exactly the point sets given in Lemma 2 diminished by o. One easily verifies that the rules 
(o, o, 1) ~ [oo], 
(1, 0, c) H I-c], 
(a, 1, c) ~ I-a, -c], 
for all y e F\{0}, 
for all x E F\{0}, v E F, 
for all z c NR\{0}, u, v E F, 
for all c c F, 
for all a, c c F 
induce an isomorphism between the simplification of M(F)  and H(F).  
In [1] we have seen that the combinatorial geometry of each finite rank three matroid M can be 
embedded into the projective plane H(F)  over some suitably chosen division algebra F. Hence, 
the rank three matroids M(F)  given in Proposition 3 are indeed the prototypes for all finite rank 
three matroids, and in light of the above we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Each finite rank three matroid M is coordinatizable over some suitably chosen (not 
necessarily associative) division algebra F; i.e., there exists a mapping ~ from the point set of M 
into that of M(F )  such that: 
(a) ~ maps exactly the bases of M onto bases of M(F ) ,  
(b) 9~ preserves the rank function. 
Since, by [1], there exists a universal projective plane over some division algebra containing all 
finite combinatorial geometries of rank three, we even infer the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. There exists a division algebra Fo such that each finite rank three matroid M is 
coordinatizable over Fo. 
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